
G LO B A L  E M P LO Y E E S  O N  M A N Y  S Y S T E M S ?

WE BRING 1GLOBAL SYSTEM

GLOBAL. INCLUSIVE. SMART

HUB



Unilingual UI →Globally redundant 

Several platforms→Maintenance heavy 

System inconsistencies →Decentralized, incomplete data

Disparate global systems → Inadequate team insight

Expensive solutions → Cheaper, ineffective platforms for smaller countries

Limited global configurations → Ineffective management

Complex integration →Dissonant technology experience 

Challenges seen 
in today’s 

HRIS 

EXISTS THE IDEAL GLOBAL HRIS! 

HERE’S WHAT IT CAN DO,

Advanced reporting → Efficiency drivers

Multi-linguistic →Drives truly great user experiences 

Globally configured → Compliant & ready-to-deploy

Flexible configurations → Tailored solution

Global coverage → Single system advantage

Powerful team analytics →Actionable insights on global workforce

Integration ready → Seamless technology experience

AT



This is Kara, the global HR for an
organization which has
embarked on expanding its
global borders. She needs to
manage newly onboarded
employees and expatriates while
giving the management
workforce insights across
geographies.

The current Neeyamo Hub has
given her a seamless experience.
The system was readily scalable
and rapidly implemented for
other countries. With the same UI
experience at global scale, she
seamlessly manages global
workforce and derives powerful
insights on efficiency driving
further strategic decisions.

Say hello to Bryan. He is an
architect who is deployed across
the world for designing
construction projects. Being
assigned across different entities
in his organization, Bryan must
update and manage his and his
teams’ information globally.

This globe trotter does it with
ease using Neeyamo Hub. His
global teams are consolidated
under one view giving him great
degree of control over tasks and
approvals. With multi-lingual
support, he can converse easily
with people across the globe.
Best part yet, he gets the job
done on-the-go with mobile
support and quick one click
approvals.

WORKING ITS MAGIC 



Ask for a Solution Demo.

twitter.com/neeyamo LinkedIn.com/company/neeyamo facebook.com/neeyamo

Explore more impactful

USER EXPERIENCES 
from

Call: +1-888-9-NEEYAM

Email: irene.jones@neeyamo.com

Website: www.neeyamo.com

HUB

India . Philippines . Mexico . Poland . Egypt

Hong Kong . Singapore . Netherlands . United Kingdom . USA . China . South Korea . Canada . Japan . Taiwan . Australia . Bolivia . 

Brazil . Germany . Malaysia . UAE . Denmark . Argentina . Norway . Ireland . Vietnam . France . Sweden . Italy . South Africa

http://www.twitter.com/neeyamo
http://www.linkedin.com/company/neeyamo
http://www.facebook.com/neeyamo

